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Early 2013 Employment Summary

According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, January 2013 saw
a total of 157,000 nonfarm payroll jobs added. The unemployment
rate remained virtually unchanged at 7.9% and has been at or near
this level since September 2012. Jobs were added this month in
the following industry sectors: retail trade, construction, health
care, and wholesale trade. The Labor Force Participation Rate, the
percentage of the working age population in the labor force, was
unchanged at 63.6% in January. This falls significantly below the
66% to 67% rate that was considered normal over the last 20 years.
The graph below shows job losses from the start of the recession,
in percentage terms, as compared to previous post-war recessions.
Not only has the latest recession resulted in the highest percentage
of job losses (worse than any other since 1948), it has also resulted
in the longest period of job recovery. The effects of the subprime
mortgage crisis and financial crash are proving to be long-lasting.
For more details, see www.calculatedriskblog.com/2013/02/
january-employment-report-157000-jobs.html.

Salary Increases in 2013

The severity of the recession and subsequent slow recovery
corresponds with a sharp and consistent decrease of salary growth
by occupation type since 2008; see the ERI White Paper, “Analysis
of Salary Growth,” on page 12. The analysis covers salary growth
trends over the past 15 years for 9 occupational categories using
our Salary Assessor database. As shown in the figure below,
both periods of decline since 1998 coincide with the past two
recessions. However, the depth of the most recent recession
appears to have had a more consistent effect on increases across
all occupations in the analysis, and growth percentages have failed
to return to pre-recession levels.

Annual Wage Growth by Occupation Type 1998-2012

Percent Job Losses in Post WWII Recessions

These findings support a Harris Interactive poll reporting that
49% of all US workers have not had a merit increase since 2010,
and 25% since before 2008 (see www.worldatwork.org/waw/
adimLink?id=62480&from=ww_editorial_2612).
ERI’s Salary Increase Survey & Forecast (free to subscribers
via the Platform Library®) reports an average planned 2.8%
overall salary increase rate for 2013; certain geographic pockets
and industries are forecasted at twice that rate. Furthermore, 80%
of Salary Assessor jobs are showing increases for April 2013.
The National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) also
reported in January that small business job growth would remain
stagnant for the first half of 2013 (see www.nfib.com). With the
second lowest Optimism score (88) since March 2010, the index
was at a “recession level reading” at the start of the year. As small
business typically accounts for approximately 70% of new job
hiring, job recovery may continue its slow trek throughout 2013
until small business hiring picks up.

So, which organizations are providing salary increases in 2013?
Struggling with limited resources for base pay increases, small
businesses (<100 employees) may be continuing a salary freeze
until job growth improves; large businesses (>1,000 employees)
appear to be implementing traditional methods used in the
tradecraft (e.g., merit pay and market adjustment); and mid-sized
businesses seem to be allocating available increase dollars to
critical positions and those jobs affected by supply and demand.
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eri compensation data
Surveys Showing Higher Increases

ERI Pay Data Cited by Commission

Research of survey participant data gathered by ERI Salary Surveys, which conducts over 125 compensation surveys for the US
and Canada, indicates more salary variation per job title than expected. Overall, jobs in our ERI Salary Surveys database (All
Industries) increased an average of 4.36% from 2011 to 2012; see
the ERI White Paper, “Salary Survey Trends in Pay,” on page
12. The analysis examines the sensitivity of traditional surveys
and reports the year-to-year salary fluctuations for major SOC job
families as well as jobs in the Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics (STEM) fields. Survey data show participants
granting annual increases slightly higher than other ERI research.

About two years ago, Senator Charles Grassley asked representatives of the nonprofit sector for input on key policy issues related to financial accountability. At first, the focus was on religious
groups, but it was later expanded to encompass the broader nonprofit sector. Over the past year, about 80 leaders were involved
in the discussion. The final report, “Enhancing Accountability
for the Religious and Broader Nonprofit Sector,” was issued in
December 2012 (see www.ecfa.org/PDF/Commission-ReportDecember-2012.pdf).
The questions submitted to the commission included whether
the current regulations on determining executive compensation
should be changed. An organization can now establish a rebuttable presumption of reasonableness (i.e., the burden of proof
that the compensation is excessive shifts to the IRS, if this process is followed) if the nonprofit board goes through these steps
(after first ensuring that no one making the decision has a conflict
of interest):

Overall Salary Change 2011-2012 as Percentage

• Approves the compensation arrangement in advance;
• Collects and uses appropriate comparable data; and
• Adequately documents the basis for the determination at the
time of making it.
Some observers now perceive that nonprofit executive compensation is frequently excessive and that current law is ineffective
in addressing the problem. It has also been suggested that some
organizations abuse the rebuttable presumption protection by using comparability data that is not truly comparable.

Considering the limited number of compensation research firms
that conduct salary surveys using actual questionnaires (i.e., covering roughly 250,000 organizations in the US with more than
100 employees, with total participation counts of 1,000 to 2,500),
can these surveys capture what is really happening with salaries?
The answer is “Yes,” if the participant sample is random.

To bring some factual data to this discussion, ERI used 2009
Form 990 data from more than 96,000 nonprofits to submit to
the Commission members. ERI research reported the following:

ERI’s survey data indicate that the sample may not be a random
distribution; rather, it suggests that participating organizations
are, in fact, the employers granting consistent annual increases,
many of which have been providing increases of 3% to 4% since
2008. This has potentially created a variance in pay of up to 20%
over the past five years, making competition difficult for those organizations that have been freezing salaries over the same period.

• 40% of the organizations filing Forms 990 in 2009 have less
than $100,000 in annual revenues, and only about 2% of
them have any paid staff at all.
• Organizations with more than $1 million in annual revenue
show greater than 60% with paid staff, but these only account for roughly 14% of all nonprofit organizations.
• The highest paid CEOs – those that are paid more than two
standard deviations above the average – represent about half
of 1% of all nonprofit organizations.

Now, more than ever, is a critical time to review Salary Assessor
medians for market competitiveness (see page 5) and participate
in ERI Salary Surveys (subscribers receive survey results for
free with participation), especially if your organization has not
reviewed salary levels recently. ERI champions the use of three
or more survey sources by firms that substantiate data collection
through the use of survey questionnaires. As recommended by
the Defense Contract Audit Agency, “… no one survey is sufficient to determine the market rate of pay for all jobs.”

The executive compensation section of the Commission’s report extensively references ERI’s analysis. With better data on
the incidence of high compensation, the final recommendations
called for no new laws and regulations (with the exception of
some possible guidance on when to use for-profit comparable
data), for more nonprofits to use relevant compensation data, for
donors and funders to review compensation levels and the process of determining them, and for the IRS to continue its current
compliance efforts.
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Economic News
DOL and IRS Focus on Misclassification

December 2012 State Coincident Indexes

In February, the US Secretary of Labor and the IRS, along with
11 state agency leaders, signed a memorandum of understanding
to improve departmental coordination related to employee misclassification compliance and education. With the goals of preventing, detecting, and remedying employee misclassification,
the partnership will enable the Department of Labor to share
information and coordinate law enforcement with the IRS and
participating states. For more details, see www.hirecentrix.com/
the-us-dolis-taking-aim-at-misclassification.html.

Nonprofit CEO Pay Over $1 Million

A recent article in the San Francisco Chronicle revisits the discussion of appropriate salary levels for nonprofit CEOs (see
www.sfgate.com/business/investopedia/article/Is-A-One-Million-Dollar-Nonprofit-CEO-Salary-As-4193510.php).
Citing
data from the Chronicle of Philanthropy’s annual compensation
report, the article examines two perspectives of annual salaries
over $1 million: “That’s Too Much for a Nonprofit CEO” and
“It’s Time to Change Our Thinking.”

www.philadelphiafed.org/research-and-data/
regional-economy/indexes/coincident/

The public often appears outraged by high salaries for nonprofit
executives, and legislators in some states have supported the
sentiment by proposing a cap on salaries at nonprofit organizations that receive public funding. While no such restrictions are
currently in force, they may be forthcoming. It seems that there
is often an expectation that nonprofit employees should be willing to sacrifice compensation to achieve organizational goals.

State Coincident Indexes

The Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia produces a monthly
economic report for each of the 50 states, released a few days after
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) publishes employment data.
For those who closely follow state patterns, the coincident indexes
combine four state-level indicators to summarize current economic
conditions in a single statistic: nonfarm payroll employment,
average hours worked in manufacturing, the unemployment rate,
and wage and salary disbursements deflated by the consumer price
index. The trend for each state’s index is then set to the trend
of its gross domestic product. As shown in the map above, the
three-month indexes for December 2012 increased in 41 states,
decreased in 7, and remained unchanged in 2. The Philadelphia
Fed’s US national index rose 0.2 % in December and 0.6 % over
the previous three months.

Others argue that, when higher salaries attract top talent, the result is better for the organization – as is often the theory in forprofit companies. A highly effective – and highly paid – executive may bring improved management and efficient systems that
will significantly increase organizational revenues.
Ethics and theory aside, comprehensive research shows that
most nonprofits provide reasonable CEO salaries and that highly
paid executives are the exception rather than the rule (see the
ERI White Paper, “Improved Transparency for Charity Executive Pay,” at www.erieri.com/PDF/CharityExecutivePay.pdf ).

Requirement to Maximize Tax Deduction
When Deciding CEO Compensation?

So, is it unreasonable to pay a nonprofit CEO $1 million or more
a year? The challenge for nonprofits in answering this question
is that the IRS doesn’t say precisely what is deemed unreasonable compensation, but it does require that comparable salaries
for executives with similar responsibilities in similar organizations be used to determine appropriate pay. Many organizations
use ERI’s Nonprofit Comparables Assessor (CA) to analyze
Form 990 compensation data and review comparable salaries for
a given organization’s CEO based on the type of organization,
size, and location. A quick look at the CA may help assess if
those $1 million plus salaries are, in fact, reasonable.

In a recent case, Freedman vs. Adams, a shareholder filed a claim
alleging the Board paid out $130M in discretionary bonuses
without consideration to maximizing tax deduction, specifically
referring to provision IRC 162(m) that qualifies performancebased compensation for a full deduction in the compensation
expense (see Executive Pay and Loyalty at https://executiveloyalty.
org/XC_LIT_Plan_Approvals.html for more details). To review
the rule and see its application in an example, please read ERI’s
full article at www.erieri.com/blog/post.cfm/are-boards-requiredto-maximize-tax-deduction-when-deciding-a-ceo-s-compensation.
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ERI Salary Surveys
Extended Participation Deadline

Release of 2013 Health Care Benefits
Benchmarking Survey

Due to an increase in demand, we have extended the submission
period to April 12 for all of ERI’s 2013 compensation surveys.
Survey participants will continue to receive a 50% discount toward the purchase of the full survey report in which they participate, plus a free electronic copy of the survey’s Executive
Summary. Results of our compensation surveys will be released
in August. To submit your organization’s data, click on the Participate & Save! tab at http://salary-surveys.erieri.com. We offer an online submission option or a downloadable Excel version of the questionnaire for every salary survey. ERI Assessor
Series® subscribers who participate in a survey via the Platform
Library will receive a free PDF copy of the results. (Participation discounts do not apply to Assessor subscriptions.) If you
have already submitted data for your industry, consider participating in one of the job function or combined industry surveys.
By participating in ERI’s compensation surveys, you not only
strengthen the data in the surveys, but also contribute to the quality of our Assessor Series datasets.

Changes to federal health care law and rising medical costs
have many organizations reviewing existing and future benefits
offerings. The Health Care Benefits Benchmarking Survey
provides a timely and accurate measurement of health care plan
costs that can serve as a valuable reference when considering
plan changes and cost-saving strategies. The report features sections on general benefits practices, general features of medical
coverage, and co-payment requirements, as well as prescription
drug plans, dental benefits, vision benefits, and more. Data are
presented by organization sector, industry group, organization
size (number of employees), and geographic region.
Employers, particularly small businesses, are continuing to implement less costly health care options because of rising medical
costs. Rather than offering changes in traditional plans, many
employers are moving to High Deductible Health Plans (HDHP)
coupled with a Health Savings Account (HSA).

Benchmark Compensation Data

Types of Medical Coverages Offered

More than 125 industry-specific and job function compensation surveys by ERI Salary Surveys will be released in August.
These traditional surveys report up to three sources of employerprovided data per job title: participant data collected through the
period of October 1, 2012, to April 12, 2013, digitized public records, and ERI’s Assessor Series databases. Each survey has salary information for approximately 100 benchmark jobs ranging
from support staff to executive positions. Compensation data are
reported as annual base salary, incentive/variable pay, and total
direct compensation shown in means, medians, and percentiles.
A job description, a graph with a trend line and data points, and
the Selected Characteristics of the Occupation (optional) are also
included for each benchmark position. US industries include
manufacturing, retail, wholesale, transportation, utilities, and
more, plus over 30 nonprofit activity areas. Thirty Canadian forprofit industry surveys will also be released. Ranging in price
from $489 to $689, these surveys provide current, affordable data
and may be purchased with national or statewide results.

Example from 2013 Health Care Benefits Benchmarking Survey

Other employers are just reducing benefit levels overall by increasing employee contributions, deductibles, co-payments,
coinsurance, and out-of-pocket maximums. Cost management
strategies such as disease management, health promotions, and
wellness programs are also being used by many employers to
counter increasing costs. Benchmarking health plan costs and
practices with other employers in the external marketplace is the
first step in evaluating the effectiveness of current benefits strategies or potential changes.

Benefits in Nonprofit Organizations

The 13th edition of the Benefits in Nonprofit Organizations
survey will be released in July. The 2013 report continues the annual survey covering medical, prescription, and dental costs, plus
life/disability benefits, retirement plan practices, paid leave, and
other benefits such as executive perquisites in nonprofit organizations. This survey provides nonprofits with an inexpensive reference needed to compare current benefits offerings with those of
other organizations in the US. Data are reported by organization
scope, activity area, geographic region, and organization size.

The annual Health Care Benefits Benchmarking Survey assists employers in making competitive decisions about their
offerings. Participation for the sixth edition of the survey was
solicited from US employers in the public, private, and nonprofit
sectors, as well as government entities. For more information
and a full participant list, visit http://salary-surveys.erieri.com.
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Salary Assessor & Survey
Salary Survey Data

ERI’s Salary Assessor® & Survey (SA) reports the most robust
competitive wage, salary, and incentive survey norms available.
Job content is updated via PAQ’s eDOT Skills Project. Pay
analyses are derived from millions of data points gathered annually
from ERI’s traditional salary surveys, digitized public records
including US SEC forms, OCR of IRS nonprofit returns, ERI’s
patented online surveys, leased survey data sets, and licensed UK,
Canadian, and US salary surveys and data sets. ERI research saves
subscribers time and expense, providing analyses of competitive
pay for almost 6,300 jobs defined by area, industry, organization
size, and planning date. Thousands of corporate subscribers,
including most US Fortune 500 companies, use Salary Assessor
data to review competitive wage/salary and incentive levels.

Professional Edition

SA is for today’s salary planning. These features are included:

Enhanced Edition - Special Features

Subscribers may now import their own data into Salary Assessor
analyses (SA Enhanced Edition license required):

• Review salary ranges and mean/median values for over 5,800
nonexecutive jobs in 370 US and Canadian metro areas
(expand analyses to over 9,200 US and Canadian cities when
used with ERI’s Geographic Assessor)
• Calculate competitive levels of salaries, incentives, and total
compensation by area, industry, size, and planning date
• Create a user-defined area representing the labor market pool
• List jobs by industry in the Benchmark List table
• Compare mean or median salaries in up to 99 locations at
once in the Geographic List table
• Analyze salary increases using the Salary Planning sheet
• Edit and rewrite job descriptions with a focus on skills
• Create a hybrid job with custom weighting
• Examine survey populations, alternate titles, and job codes
• Review reliability statistics to meet Daubert Challenge criteria
• Export data to spreadsheets or text files for further study

1. Import up to 9,999 jobs to the Benchmark List
2. Import up to 9,999 areas to the Geographic List
3. Import any of the following data to the Salary Planning sheet:
Employee Name, Position Title, Present Salary, Planned
Action, Date of Planned Increase, and New Salary (up to
9,999 rows)
For more information about the Enhanced Edition of the Salary
Assessor, please call 949-706-8345, ext. 222.

Advanced Search Features

Previously in the Enhanced Edition only, these search tools are
now included in both the Professional and Consultant Editions:
Find Text, Find Next, Go to Row, Go to First Row, and Go to Last
Row. Use these features of the View menu to quickly navigate the
Benchmark List, Geographic List, and the Salary Planning Table.

Consultant Edition

SA+ is for in-depth research for consulting, compliance, or
litigation support and for planning salaries for executive and
director level positions. In addition to all Professional Edition
tools and data, these features are included:

Enterprise Edition Online

ERI’s Salary Assessor Enterprise Edition is now available online. Watch a brief video highlighting the features of this new
online product at www.erieri.com/salaryassessor/quicktour.

• Review salaries, incentives, and total cash compensation for
over 500 executive job titles
• View UK/EU salary data for all non-executive positions
in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Greece, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, and the
United Kingdom
• Enter up to 1,000 rows of data in the Benchmark List,
Geographic List, and Salary Planning tables
• Filter areas in any of six ways (e.g., US and Canadian areas,
only UK areas, only EU areas, etc.)

April 2013

New Salary Assessor Jobs

ERI researchers have added the following new jobs to the Salary
Assessor for the April 2013 quarterly update: Docket Clerk,
Esthetician, Pit Boss, Slot Machine Attendant, and Search Engine
Optimization Analyst.
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Geographic Assessor & Pay Survey
Geographic Assessor

ERI’s Geographic Assessor® & Pay Survey (GA) database
contrasts geographic wages/salaries and costs at headquarters and
multiple branch office locations to assess salary competitiveness
and set salary structures. A Comparison List table provides
summary wage differentials at six default earnings levels
(e.g., hourly, professional, executive, etc.) consistent with the
breakpoints where pay variance patterns change. The Geographic
Assessor also reports cost-of-living differential summary data (for
renters) for comparison purposes. ERI’s GA software calculates
wage and salary differentials between cities using all available
data for the area, allowing for wage and salary comparisons
between over 9,200 areas in the US and Canada. The Consultant
Edition including EU/UK areas is also available, as well as an
Enhanced Edition allowing the import of up to 9,999 areas to the
Comparison List.

Enhanced Edition - Special Features

Subscribers may now import up to 9,999 areas to the Comparison
List (GA Enhanced Edition license required). For more
information about the Enhanced Edition of the Geographic
Assessor, please call 949-706-8345, ext. 222.

Professional Edition

GA is for wage and salary planning. It includes these features:
• View wage and salary differentials for almost 7,900 US and
Canadian cities (areas may be defined as “within a radius”)
• Define a city, suburb, or state as the base city and review
any pay level comparison in currency, variances, or percents
• Calculate values for six earnings levels (e.g., grade midpoints)
• Profile geographic differentials above $100,000
• Create a user-defined area representing the recruiting area
• Use the national or state average (or a percent of the national)
• Compare renters’ cost of living versus area wage differentials
• Create a comparison list for up to 1,000 areas in a single table
• View line and vertical bar graphs displaying salary and costof-living comparisons
• Rank, sort, save, load, export, and/or retrieve data

Advanced Search Features

Previously in the Enhanced Edition only, these search tools are
now included in both the Professional and Consultant Editions:
Find Text, Find Next, Go to Row, Go to First Row, and Go to
Last Row. Use these new features of the View menu to quickly
navigate the Comparison List.

Enterprise Edition Online

ERI’s Geographic Assessor Enterprise Edition is now available
online. Watch a brief video highlighting the features of this new
online product at www.erieri.com/geographicassessor/quicktour.

Consultant Edition

GA+ is for in-depth research for consulting, compliance, or
litigation support. In addition to all Professional Edition tools
and data, these features are included:

Common to All Assessor Programs

Select the View | Methodology or Help | Methodology menu
option to access the appropriate methodology for the selected
product and edition. Any Assessor Series methodology can be
saved or printed for your convenience.

• Analyze data for almost 1,300 UK/EU cities in Austria,
Belgium, Denmark, France, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, and the United Kingdom
• Utilize 2012-2013 published US OES (H-1B) prevailing wage
norms (with historical data for years 1996–present)
• Review trended (to present dates) EEO-1 race and gender
statistics for almost 6,300 jobs as reported by Census
databases
• Assist with OFCCP reporting by area, industry, jobs, etc.,
per Regulation 11246
• View job zones, SOC descriptions, and the Salary Assessor’s
library of job titles and descriptions
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Relocation Assessor & col Survey
Relocation Assessor

The Relocation Assessor® & Cost-of-Living Survey (RA)
provides detailed two-city cost-of-living comparisons. Additional
screens display graphs and pie charts, a benchmark list comparing
summary cost-of-living differentials, and a list of estimated
per diem rates in up to 99 cities as compared to one base area
(e.g., headquarters) or a National Average. Select from almost
11,000 cities worldwide for your cost-of-living comparisons. Each
analysis will be based upon your input of a relocating employee’s
earnings, home size, home ownership (in the US and Canada) or
home rental, family size, number of automobiles, distances driven,
and automobile value. International income tax tables are also
available. Cities may be compared individually or grouped into
user-defined averages of likely suburbs or living areas reflecting
average salary levels in up to 99 cities at one time.

Professional Edition

RA is for HR planning and decision making in North American
locations. It includes these features:
• View cost-of-living (COL) differentials for almost 8,000 US
and Canadian cities
• Vary input for an employee’s earnings, home size, home
ownership or rental, family size, the number and value of
automobiles, and distances driven
• Contrast cost-of-living increases for multiple earnings levels
in up to 99 locations at once
• Calculate values for five different earnings levels (for renters)
• Compare cities individually or grouped into user-defined
locations based on commuting distance of a local labor pool
• Review costs in the suburbs favored by those relocating
• Analyze published per diem rates for temporary relocation
allowances as compared to the COL
• Select any currency for analysis and adjust exchange rates
• Create unlimited numbers of customized printed reports
• Rank, sort, save, load, export, and/or retrieve data

Common to All Assessor Programs

All Assessor Series applications allow subscribers to e-mail
reports, graphs, charts, and other data using ERI’s recently
upgraded e-mail feature. Simply select E-mail Current Screen
from the File menu and place a check mark next to any attachments
that you would like to send, such as COL Graph, Pie Charts, User
Defined City List, etc. Complete the rest of the form just as you
would a regular e-mail – manually type the e-mail address(es)
in the appropriate field(s) for To:, Cc:, or Bcc:, or click one of
those buttons to access your Address Book. You may also type a
message to appear in the e-mail. Click the Attachment Preview
tab to view the selected attachments (which will be sent as .PDF
files). Select the Send E-mail button, and your report is on its way.

Consultant Edition

RA+ is for in-depth world-wide relocation research. In addition to
all Professional Edition tools and data, these features are included:
• Analyze COL data in 201 countries and almost 11,000 cities
worldwide (for renters only)
• Select an organization and review the impact on labor costs
of a plant relocation to any city in the US
• Review tax equalization options available for international
relocations
• Define your organization’s labor cost profile and assess the
change in costs with a change in HR policy
• Tap into other online international data sources, including
public domain data from ERI, the CIA, the UN, etc.
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Executive Compensation Assessor & Survey
Executive Compensation Assessor

ERI’s Executive Compensation Assessor® & Survey (XA)
software assists with precise evaluations of market pay and
executive salaries; it is the only source of its kind that analyzes
data compiled from all publicly available executive compensation
surveys. The Executive Compensation Assessor reports
competitive salaries and bonuses for nearly 500 top management
position titles as found within multiple industries. Executive
compensation data may be adjusted for geographic area, industry,
organization size, and compensation valuation date. ERI’s
database includes US SEC proxy data and 10-K reports, plus
Canadian information circulars and UK/EU annual reports. The
Executive Compensation Assessor software has been used by the
IRS National Appeals Office since 1989 and is often cited as the
default source in Federal Tax Court for the purpose of estimating
reasonable compensation.

Professional Edition

XA is for compensation planning in the US and Canada. It
includes these features:
• View compensation ranges, percentiles, and means/medians
for over 500 position titles in the US
• Examine base salary, incentive, and total remuneration data
for an additional 2,300 Canadian publicly traded companies
• Adjust executive compensation data for geographic area,
industry, organization size, pay strategy, and date
• Review companies with revenues of $1 million to $1 billion
• Utilize data from over 1,100 unique industry sectors
• Create appraisal averages or executive performance metrics
for any group of comparable organizations
• Select a graph dot, and the actual Summary Compensation
Table appears; click on the dot and download the source
proxy, annual report, and 10-K materials via the Internet
• View financial data for US organizations in the Valuations tab
• Access the Black-Scholes calculator
• Review reliability statistics from non-redundant sources
• Read, edit, and rewrite full job descriptions

Survey and Proxy Analyses

Executive Compensation Assessor reports a variety of proxyanalyzed values for 14,000 US publicly traded organizations.
Data exists from 1994 to the present for many organizations; see
http://museum.media.org/edgar/. ERI is also continually adding
data for Canadian, UK, and EU organizations, as available. These
compensation data elements are included in the Survey and Proxy
Analyses table:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consultant Edition

Common to All Assessor Programs

XA+ research has been used in federal tax courts since 1992;
many describe it as the “default source.” It includes compensation
data for organizations in the UK and EU, plus North America. In
addition to all Professional Edition tools and data, these features
are included:

All Assessor Series applications contain an automatic update
feature so that subscribers always have the most current data and
program features. Once an application is installed from either the
quarterly DVD or ERI’s website download, the automatic update
feature takes effect. Each time an Assessor Series application is
executed, the automatic update program checks ERI’s web servers
for updates (if an active Internet connection is available). If an
update more recent than the version of the application currently
used by the subscriber is found, then the user is prompted with
instructions on how to download and install the update.

• Analyze base salary, incentive, and total remuneration data
for an additional 1,500 UK publicly traded corporations and
myriad EU companies (data added as it becomes available)
• Filter areas in any of six ways (e.g., US and Canadian areas,
only UK areas, only EU areas, etc.)

April 2013
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EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
Executive Compensation and Company Revenues Both Grow at Double-Digit Pace

REDMOND, WA – February 2013 – Total compensation for the highest paid named executive officer in companies in ERI’s Executive
Index increased 14.7% from this time last year (see Compensation Components table below). Over the same 12-month period, revenue
of the companies in the Index rose 10.9%. This is the first quarter since late 2007 that both top executive compensation and company
revenue showed year-over-year gains greater than 10%.
This also continues a trend of increasing total compensation in the
quarters since May 2012 and an acceleration of the growth from
the November report of 8.5%.

Year-Over-Year Change by Quarter

ERI tracks executive compensation in sample of publicly traded
companies across an array of industries specifically selected to
identify current trends. Highlights from the February 2012 to
February 2013 analyses follow:
• Total Overall Compensation for the highest paid executive
increased 14.7% to $20.2 million per year.
• Base Salaries rose 1.7%.
• Bonuses and Non-Equity Incentives declined 15.8%.
• Restricted Stock Awards (RSAs) rose 35.4%.
• Company Revenues rose 10.9%.
Executive compensation typically consists of several components: a fixed base salary, a variable cash (discretionary or based on meeting
performance goals), and a variable equity payment in stock (either restricted stock awards or stock options) based on stock prices. Pension
and other compensation components are added to the compensation package for these top executives.
Compensation Components
Base Salary
Bonus & Non-Equity Incentives
Restricted Stock Awards (RSA)
Stock Options
Pension
All Other Compensation
Total Overall Compensation
Company Revenues (Millions)

February 2012
$1,270,295
$4,022,695
$5,937,568
$4,207,225
$1,759,958
$383,587
$17,581,328
$63,428

% Change
2.4%
-15.8%
35.4%
8.6%
22.6%
86.4%
14.7%
10.9%

Despite the double-digit increases in company revenues and
overall compensation, the variable cash component of the
compensation package has been decreasing at double-digit rates
over the past several quarters (see graph above). Also, for the
companies included in the Index that have reported FY 2012
compensation, Stock Awards and Options Awards account for a
much larger proportion of the compensation package than in recent
years, up to 70.8% from 56.8% in FY 2011 (see graph at left).
It is possible that this shift from cash bonuses to equity awards
is a result of shareholder activism to align pay-for-performance
programs with long-term strategy and sustainable results. In recent
quarters, the companies may have also faced fiscal restraints that
limited short-term cash plans. Although there are several possible
explanations of why this shift has occurred, the end result is that
the equity component of overall total compensation continues to
be the primary source of income for these top executives.

Total Compensation Composition by Year (%)

April 2013

February 2013
$1,300,416
$3,388,799
$8,037,813
$4,567,906
$2,157,598
$715,155
$20,167,687
$70,319
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Comparables Assessor & TAX-EXEMPT Survey
Nonprofit Comparables Assessor

ERI’s Nonprofit Comparables Assessor™ & Tax-Exempt Survey
(CA) is an easy-to-use desktop program that converts executive
compensation data, reported to the IRS on Forms 990, 990-EZ,
and 990-PF, into almost infinite combinations of digitized analyses
covering over 500,000 unique Employer Identification Numbers
(EINs). It can assist in attracting, retaining, and motivating key
management staff, paying competitively, and controlling costs.
CA provides the ability to group peer organizations, the detailed
compensation comparables needed for a “rebuttable presumption
of reasonableness” that protects an exempt organization from the
imposition of intermediate sanctions taxes, penalties, and interest
by the IRS (IRC 4958). Interactive graphs and screens present data
on more than 25 million incumbents from over 6 million forms
filed from 1998 to the present, all keyed to Internet-retrievable
source documents. The Nonprofit Comparables Assessor is
often considered to be more a census than a survey.

Professional Edition

CA is for compensation planning. These features are included:
• Search, rank, and sort by industry subsector, geographic
area, date, and organization size (revenue or assets)
• Calculate average competitive compensation levels, along
with user-selected ranges and percentiles, for more than 100
reported executive job titles and/or functions
• Provide benchmarks for compensation planning from the
most recent publicly available data and/or data trended by
the subscriber to any planning date
• Retrieve source documents with one click (on a graph point)
from the most recently digitized Form 990 or SEC proxy data
• Access Executive Compensation Assessor data, allowing the
review of for-profit comparables from publicly traded entities
• Limit data to organizations within or above one or two
standard deviations, enabling analyses of outliers
• Sort data by For Profit, Tax-Exempt, or both
• Download historic data for all available organizations
• Analyze Business Contractor as a position
• Export data to spreadsheets or text files for further study

Common to All Assessor Programs

In any of the Assessor Series products, select Help | On Current
Screen and a picture of your screen will pop up. Click on an
area of the snapshot to access a narrative related to that feature,
including links to related Help topics. Other valuable information
found under the Help menu includes access to Online Technical
Support, ERI’s Glossary of Compensation and Benefit Terms, an
ERI Software/DLC Course Crosswalk, and valuable information
about your subscription. Access the License Code option to
review details about your account number, license code, and
the expiration date of your current subscription. Use the new
Installation Information feature to save, print, or e-mail details
about your last software installation.

Consultant Edition

CA+ is for in-depth research for consulting, board governance,
IRC 4958 compliance, or litigation support. In addition to all
Professional Edition tools and data, these features are included:
• Use a Full Xwalk for tracing relationships among other
available employer and compensation databases
• Perform state-specific analyses using the State Analysis tool
• Join subscribers such as the IRS, NASCO state charity
offices, and myriad foundations analyzing the most reliable
data available

April 2013
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OCCUPATIONAL ASSESSOR & Survey (eDOT)
Occupational Assessor

The US DOL 2010 Regulatory Agenda proposed a record-keeping
change that, if adopted, will change HR and salary administration
practices forever. All US employees will be non-exempt unless
proven exempt. If this FLSA record-keeping change is adopted,
employers will need to follow these steps to claim exemption
from paying overtime:
• Perform a position analysis,
• Disclose that analysis to each worker, and
• Keep a file of that analysis for review by WHD inspectors
(upon request).
The FLSA module in ERI’s Occupational Assessor® & Survey
(eDOT®) allows one to perform a classification analysis, disclose
and discuss that analysis, and retain it for WHD enforcement.
Reports reference PAQ’s eDOT Skills Project data, with over
a million job analyses and defensible rates of error for Part 541
bright-line job measures, making ERI analyses usable for Daubert
Challenges in federal courts. Graphic standard deviation displays
also greatly facilitate discussions with employees.

Online FLSA Overtime Analyses

Job Search Edition

To complement the installed application of the Occupational
Assessor, ERI is developing Online FLSA Overtime Analyses
with several unique features. The online version will provide tests
for compliance with both federal and state overtime exemption
rules, whereas the desktop application tests for federal compliance
only. An online Report Library will allow users to store all saved
analyses in one place and quickly load or delete any saved input
questionnaire or analysis report. For more information on the
Online FLSA Overtime Analyses, please call 949-706-8345,
ext. 222.

The free Job Search Edition is designed to assist job seekers:
• Specify individual education, skills, present residence, and
any limitations on physical and mental capacities
• Review the jobs found nationally or locally for which present
capacities and past training might qualify

Professional Edition

eDOT provides US FLSA overtime exemption status estimations:
• Select from over 18,000 job titles to initiate an FLSA analysis,
allowing for default comparative norms to be shown
• Review the 11 job analysis questions required by Part 541
Regulations, with selected characteristics of occupations
(SCOs) captured to date by PAQ’s eDOT Skills Project
• Review FLSA’s 11 bright-line classification measures based
on hundreds of thousands of job analyses
• Graphically display these rates of error

Common to All Programs

Select Help | Online Tutorial to access a complimentary tutorial
to assist you with Assessor Series products. Available in both
HTML and PDF formats, ERI’s Online Tutorials provide quick
and up-to-date training on basic to advanced features.

Consultant Edition

eDOT+ is used by major disability carriers and vocational experts:
• Identify an individual’s past jobs or employers and change
OA’s “average” job descriptions and measures as required
• Compare three methods of computing SCOs
• Analyze the likelihood of a favorable SSADI determination
• Research job availability statistics and local employers

April 2013
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UPCOMING EVENTS & ERI PUBLICATIONS
Recent ERI White Papers

Compensation Conferences

ERI researchers have recently released two articles on pay trends:

Please visit ERI’s booth at one of these upcoming national trade
shows:

Analysis of Salary Growth Over Time: 1998-2012
This analysis examines how salaries have grown over the past 15
years using the underlying data from ERI’s Salary Assessor. To
examine this growth, a historical database of national mean salary figures was compiled. Data were taken from the January 1
release of each Assessor dataset to determine the year-to-year
salary growth change. Data used in the analysis cover 1,462 occupations whose salaries were consistently tracked from 1998 to
2012. To greater simplify and clarify the relationships between
these occupations, the occupations were examined from the perspective of nine categories: Clerical, Field & Shop, Technical,
Sales, Professional, Health Care, Supervisory, Middle Management, and Top Management. These data were analyzed in three
ways: first, by examining annual percentage of salary growth
from 1998 to 2012; second, by the average annual salary; and finally, the average annual increase was compared with the annual
dollar increase. Read the complete white paper at www.erieri.
com/PDF/AnalysisofSalaryGrowth.pdf.

WorldatWork
Total Rewards Conference 2013
April 29 – May 1, 2013
Philadelphia, PA
Booth #426
Society for Human Resource Management
SHRM 2013 Annual Conference & Exposition
June 16 – 19, 2013
Chicago, IL
Booth #1938
ERI’s team of researchers and compensation professionals have
been addressing Society for Human Resource Management and
WorldatWork regional groups since 1973. In 2013, our goal is
to tour North America, visiting many of ERI’s 10,000 Assessor
Series subscribers. The areas visited are being planned around
speaking invitations from the WorldatWork network of local
associations.* The 2013 schedule to date for regional talks follows
(please e-mail info.eri@erieri.com for further information):

Salary Survey Trends in Pay: 2011-2012
Traditional salary surveys, such as those published by ERI
Salary Surveys, are unique in that they provide a snapshot of
compensation data in time. That is, participant data are gathered,
aged to a common date, and typically presented in means, medians,
and other percentile cuts. However, no other adjustments to the
data are made. These types of surveys have been relied upon as
long as compensation professionals have been using salary data
to set market wages. Because salary surveys are collected during
a specific window of time, and the resulting report reflects that
period (typically one year), the data can be used to examine yearto-year trends in pay. Our analysis focuses on salary fluctuations
from 2011 to 2012 using data from ERI Salary Surveys. The goal
is to highlight general market shifts and identify possible reasons
behind the findings. To read the full article, see www.erieri.com/
PDF/SalarySurveyTrendsinPay.pdf.

Kansas City Compensation and Benefits Association
April 11, 2013
Kansas City, MO
Greater Pittsburgh Survey Group
April 24, 2013
Pittsburgh, PA
Charlotte Area Compensation Council
May 8, 2013
Charlotte, NC
Hawaii Compensation Group
May 14, 2013
Honolulu, HI

Upcoming ERI Webinars

ERI offers an array of webinars on topics ranging from salary
administration to executive compensation and relocation planning.
See the Webinars menu on www.eridlc.com for more information
or to sign up for one of these upcoming presentations:

Compensation & Benefits Association of San Diego
June 26, 2013
San Diego, CA
Alabama Compensation Association
July 25, 2013
Birmingham, AL

Introduction to Cost of Living for Relocation
April 18, 2013 – 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM (PST)
Compensation Basics
May 21, 2013 – 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM (PST)

*ERI values local group meetings, in contrast to national
conferences, because of the depth of geographic and industry
knowledge gained. Discussions led by ERI in 2012 included talks
in Sacramento, Denver, Orlando, and Orange County, California.

Introduction to Classification for FLSA Compliance
June 27, 2013 – 9:00 AM - 10:30 AM (PST)

April 2013
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